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Abstract
User Simulators play a pivotal role in training and evaluating task-oriented dialogue systems. Traditional user
simulators typically rely on human-engineered agendas, resulting in generated responses that often lack diversity
and spontaneity. Although large language models (LLMs) exhibit a remarkable capacity for generating coherent
and contextually appropriate utterances, they may fall short when tasked with generating responses that effectively
guide users towards their goals, particularly in dialogues with intricate constraints and requirements. This paper
introduces DuetSim, a novel framework designed to address the intricate demands of task-oriented dialogues
by leveraging LLMs. DuetSim stands apart from conventional approaches by employing two LLMs in tandem:
one dedicated to response generation and the other focused on verification. This dual LLM approach empowers
DuetSim to produce responses that not only exhibit diversity but also demonstrate accuracy and are preferred by
human users. We validate the efficacy of our method through extensive experiments conducted on the MultiWOZ
dataset, highlighting improvements in response quality and correctness, largely attributed to the incorporation of the
second LLM. Our code is accessible at: https://github.com/suntea233/DuetSim.
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1. Introduction

Task-oriented dialogue systems (TODS) are de-
veloped to engage with human users in natural
language to accomplish tasks within specific do-
mains, such as restaurant reservations and ticket
bookings. A common approach to training TODS
involves reinforcement learning, where the dia-
logue system engages with human users over tens
of thousands of interactions to collect training dia-
logues, optimize dialogue policies, and enhance
generated responses. However, operating within
this training paradigm, which relies on interactions
with actual human users, is labor-intensive and
cost-prohibitive. To address this challenge, user
simulators (US) have been introduced to emulate
the behavior of real human users, thereby substi-
tuting them in the reinforcement learning training
process for TODS.

User simulators play a crucial role in the train-
ing of TODS. They not only reduce training costs
but also significantly influence the quality of the
system’s responses, thereby impacting the overall
performance of TODS. Given this importance, re-
searchers have long focused on developing user
simulators capable of producing accurate, diverse,
and human-like responses. Early efforts (Schatz-
mann et al., 2007; Schatztnann et al., 2005) cen-
tered on constructing user simulators using expert
knowledge and handcrafted rules. However, rule-
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based user simulators face several challenges.
One challenge is the complexity of human engi-
neering required, which restricts their suitability to
small, well-defined domains and makes them less
adaptable for extension to new domains. Another
challenge is the limited diversity in their responses,
stemming from the determinism of the rules that
guide them and the predefined templates used for
generating natural language utterances. Although
rule-based user simulators can produce correct re-
sponses most of the time, researchers have ex-
plored alternative approaches to address the lim-
itations of rule-based simulators.

The advent of deep learning (DL) has also given
rise to DL-based user simulators. Notable ex-
amples of such work include (Asri et al., 2016;
Gür et al., 2018; Kreyssig et al., 2018; Lin et al.,
2021, 2022). DL-based user simulators offer sig-
nificant improvements in language variation, but
they require extensive training on large volumes
of human-annotated task-oriented dialogue data.
The quality and diversity of this training data play a
pivotal role in determining the accuracy and robust-
ness of these user simulators, which also renders
them less suitable for transfer to new domains, par-
ticularly when resources are limited in the new do-
main.

The advent of large language models (LLMs)
and in-context learning has opened up new pos-
sibilities for constructing user simulators. LLMs
are trained on vast amounts of text data in a

https://github.com/suntea233/DuetSim
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(a) User Simulator with a single LLM for generator

(b) User Simulator with dual LLMs for generator and verifier

Figure 1: Different Architectures for LLM-based User Simulators

self-supervised manner and exhibit impressive
zero-shot and few-shot capabilities in downstream
tasks, often requiring only a small number of exam-
ples to perform well. An intriguing direction is to
utilize LLMs as user simulators by providing them
with appropriate prompts. This approach circum-
vents the need for training and fine-tuning, mak-
ing it more adaptable and faster in accommodat-
ing new domains. However, such endeavors (Ter-
ragni et al., 2023) are not universally successful.
Given the intricate requirements of task-oriented
dialogues, LLM-based user simulators struggle to
consistently generate responses that satisfy all the
criteria specified in the prompts. This study re-
veals that the challenge arises from LLMs’ limita-
tions in comprehending lengthy prompts. Our find-
ings align with those of (Liu et al., 2023), which
highlight that LLMs are more inclined to focus on
information at the beginning or end of input, with
model performance diminishing as input length in-
creases.

In order to address the aforementioned chal-
lenges, this paper introduces a novel framework,
DuetSim, designed to tackle the complex require-
ments of task-oriented dialogues using LLMs. In-
stead of relying on a single LLM to construct the
user simulator, we advocate the use of two LLMs,
one for the generator and the other for the verifier,
to build a more robust user simulator. The gen-
erator initially generates responses based on the
dialogue context, while the verifier meticulously ex-
amines these responses, offering feedback to the
generator if any generated responses are deemed
unsuitable. Figure 1 highlights the distinctions be-
tween our approach and those employing a single
LLM. With the inclusion of the verifier, DuetSim has
the capacity to rectify erroneous responses iden-
tified by the verifier. Additionally, we incorporate
chain-of-thought reasoning to narrow the search
space, aiding the user simulator in comprehend-
ing the dialogue context and generating contextu-

ally appropriate dialogue responses.
We conducted experiments with our approach

using the MultiWOZ dataset. The experimen-
tal results clearly demonstrate that our proposed
method generates responses that exhibit greater
diversity, accuracy, and are preferred by human
users. The incorporation of the second LLM sig-
nificantly enhances the quality and correctness of
the generated responses.

The remainder of this paper is structured as fol-
lows: Section 2 provides a brief review of related
work. In Section 3, we offer a comprehensive de-
scription of our model. Section 4 provides a sum-
mary of the experimental results and implementa-
tion details. Finally, in Section 5, we draw our con-
clusions.

2. Related Work

2.1. User Simulator
Task-oriented dialogue system is designed to inter-
act with users in a goal-directed manner to accom-
plish specific tasks or provide relevant information
(Wen et al., 2017; Ham et al., 2020). They differ
from chit-chat dialogue systems, which are more
focused on free-form conversations and entertain-
ing interactions, while task-oriented dialogue sys-
tems are geared towards addressing the specific
needs of users.

User simulators also play a crucial role in task-
oriented dialog systems. Different from dialogue
systems, user simulators have a goal genera-
tor to guide them in simulating user behavior
and evaluate the performance of the user simu-
lator based on the extent to which the goals are
achieved. Typically, constructing a user simula-
tor can be achieved through agenda-based ap-
proach (Schatztnann et al., 2005; Schatzmann
et al., 2006, 2007; Keizer et al., 2010), where rules
are designed based on expert knowledge to sim-
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ulate user behavior. Additionally, there are deep
learning-based methods that involve training mod-
els on corpora of dialogues, resulting in models
that don’t require hand-crafted policy and have
good scalability (Asri et al., 2016; Gür et al., 2018;
Kreyssig et al., 2018; Lin et al., 2021, 2022). Dif-
ferent from the methods mentioned above, we di-
rectly use large language models to generate di-
alogue actions and utterances. Through this ap-
proach, we do not need to train a model from
scratch, and it offers excellent transferability.

2.2. Large Language Models and
Prompt Learning

In recent years, with the emergence of GPT-3
(Brown et al., 2020), large language models have
achieved remarkable performance across various
tasks (Zhao et al., 2023; Qiao et al., 2023; Yuan
et al., 2022). Additionally, the few-shot and
even zero-shot learning capabilities demonstrated
by these models have been particularly impres-
sive. As research on prompt learning has evolved,
we’ve seen a progression from initially guiding
large language models through simple prompts for
downstream tasks to more advanced techniques,
which includes step-by-step guided reasoning us-
ing the chain of thought approach (Wei et al.,
2022), as well as recent developments involving
strategies like tree-structured architectures (Yao
et al., 2023). These approaches aim to effec-
tively apply large language models to various tasks
using different decoding methods (Zheng et al.,
2023). Recently, there have also been many ef-
forts to use prompt learning to guide large lan-
guage models in exploring various downstream
tasks such as dialogue system (Hudeček and
Dusek, 2023), dialog state tracking (Wang et al.,
2022), user simulator (Terragni et al., 2023). As
done by Terragni et al. (Terragni et al., 2023), sam-
pling a few examples from the dataset helps large
language models better adapt to playing user sim-
ulator.

With the deepening research into hard prompts,
there has been exploration of approaches like train-
ing additional verifier to verify the correctness of
the final answer (Cobbe et al., 2021) or intermedi-
ate steps (Li et al., 2023; Lightman et al., 2023).
Besides, there are methods that involve verifying
generated code to improve result accuracy (Zhou
et al., 2023). In contrast to these approaches,
which either rely on a single large language model
to perform all tasks or involve training an additional
model to provide feedback, we utilize two large lan-
guage models, solely harnessing their inference
capabilities and facilitating interaction between the
generator and the verifier to enhance the applica-
bility of the entire model in user simulation.

3. DuetSim

In this paper, we propose DuetSim, a user simula-
tor based on two LLMs for task-oriented dialogue
systems. DuetSim consists of a dialogue genera-
tor and a response verifier. The dialogue gener-
ator drafts the response while the response veri-
fier examines the generated response and offers
feedback if needed. Both the dialogue generator
and the response verifier are LLMs. By splitting
the task between the dialogue generator and the
response verifier, both LLMs can share the burden
and better handle the assigned tasks. Further, we
also propose a chain-of-thought approach to guide
the user simulator to generate responses that bet-
ter fit the context. Rather than directly generating
responses in natural language, the proposed ap-
proach first generates dialogue acts step-by-step,
which are then used to guide the utterance gener-
ation.

3.1. Prompt Learning for DuetSim
DuetSim leverages the capabilities of large lan-
guage models (LLMs) with prompt learning. We
create prompts for both the dialogue generator and
response verifier to elicit responses from LLMs.
By supplying LLMs with background information
from the ongoing dialogue and previous conversa-
tion history, both models can effectively perform
their designated tasks. This includes generating
appropriate responses in dialogue acts or natural
language and verifying whether the generated re-
sponses meet the specified requirements.

We employ a zero-shot learning approach to har-
ness the inference capabilities of LLMs. In this ap-
proach, we abstain from providing any demonstra-
tions but instead list the requirements and prompt
the LLM to generate a response. The prompt
for the dialogue generator includes essential in-
formation such as the target user goal, denoted
as G, the dialogue context, represented as C,
and the requirements, denoted as Rc. The user
goal G is randomly generated, and the entire dia-
logue is designed to fulfill this user goal. The di-
alogue context C encompasses utterances from
previous dialogue turns, while the requirements
RG = [RG

1 , R
G
2 , ..., R

G
n ] specify the desired proper-

ties of the generated response. The task of the dia-
logue generator is to produce appropriate dialogue
acts. Each dialogue act comprises four compo-
nents: intent, domain, slot, and value, serving as
semantic abstractions for the dialogue utterances.
This process can be formulated as follows:

UG = Generator
(
G,C,RG

)
(1)

where the UG represent the output for dialogue
generator. The left side of Figure 2 shows the
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Figure 2: Details of DuetSim.

prompt learning process for the dialogue genera-
tor.

The output from the dialogue generator is then
passed to the response verifier to assess its align-
ment with the context. The prompt for the re-
sponse verifier includes the requirements denoted
as Rv, the dialogue context represented as C, and
the response generated by the dialogue genera-
tor, denoted as UG. Within the requirement set
RV = [RV

1 , R
V
2 , ..., R

V
m], we instruct the verifier

LLM to scrutinize the response UG for any po-
tential errors. In these requirements, we enumer-
ate common mistakes that the LLM might make,
such as context inconsistency and the generation
of meaningless words. This prompts the verifier
to check for any such errors in the generated re-
sponse. This process can be formulated as fol-
lows:

UV = V erifier
(
G,C,RV , UG

)
(2)

where the UV represent the output for verifier.
The right side of Figure 2 shows the prompt learn-
ing process for the response verifier.

3.2. Generator-Verifier Interaction
In DuetSim, instead of relying on a single LLM for
generating dialogue responses, we introduce an
additional response verifier to enhance the quality
of the generated responses. The dialogue gen-
erator initially produces a draft response based
on provided prompts. Subsequently, this draft re-
sponse is forwarded to the response verifier for
evaluation against specified requirements. If the
verifier deems the draft generated response as
suitable, it becomes the output of the user simu-
lator. Conversely, if the verifier detects any errors
in the draft response, it rejects the response and

provides feedback to the generator. The gener-
ator then proceeds to generate an alternative re-
sponse.

Figure 2 illustrates the interactive process. In
the case of the generator, this process entails in-
putting carefully crafted prompts into a large lan-
guage model and leveraging the model’s reason-
ing capabilities to generate dialogue acts through
a chain of thought. Following this, the generated
dialogue acts, along with their context, are then
transmitted to the verifier.

As for the verifier, it combines the received di-
alogue acts with pre-defined prompts and inputs
them into a large language model. Likewise, the
verifier utilizes the reasoning capabilities of the
large language model to evaluate the accuracy of
the dialogue acts. Subsequently, the verifier offers
feedback to the dialogue generator regarding the
correctness of the generated response.

If the draft response is found to be incorrect, the
feedback will encompass the specific requirement
RV

i that the draft response has breached. The gen-
erator subsequently integrates this feedback infor-
mation at the end of the prompt and proceeds to
generate another response.This iterative process
persists until the generator successfully generates
the correct dialogue actions or reaches the maxi-
mum specified number of iterations. As a result,
the final output is formulated as:

ŨG = Generator
(
G,C,RG, UV

)
(3)

2PBUS enforces a maximum 15-turn limit for dia-
logues, unlike other models.
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Procedure Example

Dialog Action
->Utterance

[EXAMPLE]
[[’inform’, ’restaurant’, ’book day’, ’Tuesday’]]
The restaurant is booked on Tuesday.
[END EXAMPLE]
{Dialog Action}
Please translate the list into natural language.

Utterance->
Enhanced Utterance

[CONVERSATION]
{CONVERSATION}
[SENTENCE]
{Utterance}
Based on conversation, play the role of
CUSTOMER and rewrite this sentence to make
it smoother, more natural, and more conversational

Table 1: Response Generation with CoT

3.3. Chain-of-thought Response
Generation

To enhance natural language generation, we use
a ”chain of thought” approach. Initially, we pro-
vide guidance through examples, enabling the
large language model to effectively translate dia-
logue actions. As a foundation, we boost fluency,
contextual relevance, and naturalness in gener-
ated utterances by integrating dialogue context
and prompts. This approach yields higher-quality
output compared to direct generation. We start
by converting dialogue actions into simple utter-
ances using examples and crafted prompts. Sub-
sequently, we input this information, along with the
dialogue context, into the large language model,
leveraging its reasoning capabilities to produce co-
herent, context-aware utterances. See Table 1 for
an illustrative example prompt.

To enhance dialogue action generation, we em-
ploy a step-by-step ”chain of thought” approach.
Directly generating dialogue actions, including
intent, domain, slot, and value, can be challeng-
ing for large language models due to their limited
understanding of abstract dialogue actions. This
makes it difficult to produce well-structured actions
aligned with intended goals. Thus, we adopt a
method that breaks down the generation process
into sequential steps for each component of dia-
logue actions. This approach reduces complexity,
assisting the user simulator in producing precise di-
alogue actions. Specifically, we begin by generat-
ing the intent using a dedicated prompt. Once ob-
tained, this intent serves as input for the domain
prompt. We continue this sequential process for
slot and value. This iterative approach allows us
to construct complete dialogue actions by gradu-
ally generating each component.

4. Experiments

4.1. Dataset
We evaluate DuetSim using the MultiWOZ dataset
(Budzianowski et al., 2018) available in ConvLab
(Zhu et al., 2020). MultiWOZ is an extensively

annotated dataset comprising 10,000 human-to-
human written conversations covering diverse do-
mains and topics, making it a widely used bench-
mark dataset for evaluating task-oriented dialogue
systems.

4.2. Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the proposed method from two per-
spectives, goal fulfillment and utterance diversity.
While goal fulfillment metrics evaluate whether the
dialogue helps the user complete the task, utter-
ance diversity metrics focus on the quality of gen-
erated natural language.

Goal fulfillment metrics include success rate,
completion rate, booking rate, precision, recall
and F1-score. Success rate refers to the frac-
tion of dialogues that successfully accomplish the
user’s task. Completion rate evaluates whether
the dialogue system make reservations disregard-
ing whether the reserved entity match the user’s
requirement. Book rate assesses whether book-
ing tasks present in the user’s goal have been com-
pleted. Precision, recall and F1-score are used to
determine whether the dialogue system finds the
required information.

The utterance diversity are measured with mul-
tiple different metrics, including number of unique
n-grams (unigrams, bigrams, and trigrams), Shan-
non Entropy (SE) (Manning and Schutze, 1999),
Conditional bigram Entropy (CE) (Manning and
Schutze, 1999), Mean Segmental Type-Token Ra-
tio (MSTTR) (Lu, 2012), Measure of Textual Lexi-
cal Diversity (MTLD) (McCarthy and Jarvis, 2010)
and Hypergeometric Distribution Function (HDD)
(Wu, 1993). Among them, SE measures the diver-
sity of information contained in the text. CE as-
sesses the fluency and coherence of text. MSTTR
measures the diversity and lexical richness of text.
MTLD additionally considers the overall structure
of text when measuring the lexical diversity. HDD
measures the diversity of vocabulary when ran-
domly selecting a fixed number of words from the
text.

In addition, we conducted human evaluation to
assess whether responses generated by DuetSim
aligns with human preferences.

4.3. Implementation Details
All the experiment results are the average of 100
task-oriented dialogues. All the user simulators in-
teract with the dialogue system via dialogue acts.
We implement the proposed method using differ-
ent LLMs, including ChatGPT 1, FLAN-T5 (Chung
et al., 2022), LLAMA2 (Touvron et al., 2023) and
ChatGLM2 (Du et al., 2022).

1https://openai.com/chatgpt

https://openai.com/chatgpt
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User Simulator Complete Rate Success Rate Precision Recall F1-score Book Rate Turn
ABUS 0.97 0.97 0.902 0.983 0.924 0.970 10.36
PBUS 0.41 0.30 0.580 0.670 0.710 0.659 7.502

DuetSim (ChatGLM2) 0.19 0.25 0.699 0.646 0.644 0.332 17.22
DuetSim (LLAMA2) 0.19 0.28 0.748 0.688 0.687 0.060 17.42
DuetSim (ChatGPT) 0.92 0.74 0.830 0.980 0.881 0.585 16.92
DuetSim (ChatGPT w/o verifier) 0.85 0.67 0.842 0.948 0.873 0.544 17.88
DuetSim (FLAN-T5) 0.92 0.71 0.820 0.979 0.872 0.648 16.16
DuetSim (FLAN-T5 w/o verifier) 0.90 0.63 0.834 0.961 0.875 0.551 16.18

Table 2: Goal Fulfillment Comparison on MultiWOZ dataset

User Simulator Unigrams Bigrams Trigrams Entropy CE MSTTR HDD MTLD
ABUS-T 446 1641 2717 6.87 2.39 0.71 0.75 45.97
ABUS-S 413 1514 2386 7.04 2.37 0.76 0.79 62.35
PBUS 949 4440 7176 7.40 3.0 0.70 0.78 45.50
DuetSim (ChatGPT) 1032 2781 3894 7.44 2.62 0.77 0.78 56.98
DuetSim (FLAN-T5) 916 2274 2818 7.58 2.73 0.74 0.79 50.63
DuetSim (ChatGLM2) 1288 3913 5793 7.51 2.31 0.74 0.8 55.28
DuetSim (LLAMA2) 1421 4446 6753 7.11 2.14 0.77 0.75 63.75

Table 3: Utterance Diversity Comparison on MultiWOZ dataset

4.4. Baselines
We compare the proposed method with Agenda-
Based User Simulator (ABUS) (Schatzmann et al.,
2007) and Prompt-Based User Simulator (PBUS)
(Terragni et al., 2023).

• ABUS: ABUS is an user simulator that follows
hand-crafted rules to complete dialogues. We
adopt two variants, namely ABUS-T that uses
template NLG and ABUS-S that uses SC-GPT
for NLG when evaluating utterance diversity.

• PBUS: PBUS is based on a single LLM and
uses in-context learning to simulate users.
Compared with our approach, PBUS does not
involve chain-of-thought reasoning when sim-
ulating users.

The proposed method are respectively imple-
mented using the following LLMs:

• ChatGPT. ChatGPT is a chatbot developed
by OpenAI. It builds upon the foundation of
GPT and is trained on large volumes of text
data to comprehend and generate natural lan-
guage text.

• FLAN-T5. FLAN-T5 is an instruction-tuned
model, trained on extensive datasets, that ex-
cels in almost all downstream tasks due to its
high versatility.

• LLAMA2. LLAMA2 is a model based on
LLAMA, and it builds upon the foundation of
LLAMA by improving the quality of training
data, increasing context length, and optimiz-
ing memory related to caching.

• ChatGLM2. ChatGLM2 is a model based on
ChatGLM. Building on ChatGLM, ChatGLM2
upgrades the base model to enhance per-
formance, increases context length, and im-
proves inference capabilities.

4.5. Main Results
Goal Fulfillment：As shown in Table 2, DuetSim
performs best in all the user simulators that are
based on LLMs and the performance of Duet-
Sim(ChatGPT) is the closest to ABUS. Among
all the variants of DuetSim, DuetSim(ChatGPT)
and DuetSim(FLAN-T5) perform much better than
DuetSim(ChatGLM2) and DuetSim(LLAMA2),
which can be attributed to the strong inference ca-
pabilities of ChatGPT and FLAN-T5. ChatGPT’s
strong inference capabilities are largely due to
its large parameter count, whereas for FLAN-T5,
the benefits arise from its architecture, data, and
instruction fine-tuning, which enable it to also
possess good inference capabilities.

We further compare with variants of DuetSim
that do not include response verifier. We include
all the requirements in the prompt for the single
LLM. Results show that performance deteriorate
after removing the response verifier from the user
simulator. The utterance generation with CoT and
the interaction between response verifier and dia-
logue generator greatly improve the performance
of DuetSim.

Utterance Diversity: Table 3 presents the per-
formance of different models in terms of utterance
diversity using various automated metrics, which
demonstrates that our utterance generation mech-
anism based on CoT significantly improves the lan-
guage diversity in all metrics. Due to differences
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US Model Complete Rate Success Rate Precision Recall F1-score Book Rate Turn
DuetSim 0.92 0.74 0.830 0.980 0.881 0.585 16.92
w/o Dialogue history 0.85 0.68 0.793 0.904 0.824 0.626 17.86
w/o Goal 0.91 0.70 0.815 0.980 0.871 0.455 16.52
w/o Both 0.89 0.66 0.821 0.939 0.859 0.584 17.46

Table 4: Ablation results.

User Simulator Complete Rate Success Rate Precision Recall F1-score Book Rate Turn
DuetSim w. dialogue
context in utterance 0.92 0.74 0.830 0.980 0.881 0.585 16.92

DuetSim w. dialogue
context in dialogue act 0.89 0.66 0.853 0.968 0.890 0.523 16.60

Table 5: DuetSim with different forms of dialogue context.

in the training data, architecture, and parameter
counts of various models, there are variations in
performance among these models as well.

4.6. Ablation Study
To investigate the effectiveness of different com-
ponents in our prompts, we conducted an ablation
experiment on both the goal and dialogue history
parts. The results of ablation experiments in Table
4 demonstrate the effectiveness of the two com-
ponents in our prompts. Removing dialogue his-
tory or user goal will results in the worsening of
performance since both contains important infor-
mation for understanding the current status of the
dialogue.

We further investigate the impact of different
forms of dialogue context, namely dialogue acts
or natural language utterances. Results in Table
5 show that DuetSim is better at comprehending
dialogue context in the form of natural language,
which supports our initial design that uses natural
language to express dialogue history.

4.7. Cross-model Evaluation
An ideal user simulator should help the dialogue
system obtain better generalization ability. With
such observation, we conduct a cross-model eval-
uation where we train the dialogue system on a
user simulator first, then test the dialogue system
on another simulator. The training of dialogue sys-
tem is driven by reinforcement learning algorithm,
i.e. proximal policy optimization (PPO) (Schulman
et al., 2017). The experiment results are reported
in 6.

We observe that the dialogue system training on
DuetSim and testing on ABUS performs much bet-
ter than the one training on ABUS and testing on
DuetSim. This indicates that training on DuetSim
greatly improves the generalization ability of the di-
alogue system.

In the meantime, we also observe that, when

Training
Testing DuetSim ABUS

DuetSim Complete 0.55 Complete 0.87
Success 0.46 Success 0.83

ABUS Complete 0.46 Complete 0.91
Success 0.41 Success 0.88

Table 6: Cross-model evaluation results.

training and testing the dialogue system on the
same user simulator, dialogue system that inter-
acts with DuetSim perform much worse than the
that interacts with ABUS. This indicates that re-
sponding to dialogues generated by DuetSim is
more challenging than interacting with ABUS.

The above differences come from the fact ABUS
is driven by human-engineered agenda, which
means the generated response may lack the di-
versity and stochasticity that are better handled by
LLMs. Training the dialogue system using Duet-
Sim is more challenging and but it also improves
the generalizability for the dialogue system.

4.8. Human Evaluation

Apart from evaluating the user simulator with au-
tomatic metrics, we further conduct human eval-
uation to study human user’s preference towards
different user simulators. The human evaluation
involves four user simulators, ABUS-T, ABUS-S,
DuetSim (ChatGPT), DuetSim (FLAN-T5).

We recruited 20 human annotators to take part
in the experiments. For each user simulator, we
first generate 50 task-oriented dialogues by letting
the user simulator interact with a rule-based di-
alogue system. In total, we generated 200 dia-
logues for human evaluation. And we evaluated
dialogues from three dimensions, namely natural-
ness, informativeness, and coherence. We ask an-
notators to rate each dialogue among 0 (poor), 1
(average), and 2(good) for each dimension.

Table 7 reports the average score for the ex-
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Figure 3: Dialogues generated by the model w/ and w/o verifier.

User Simulator Naturalness Informativeness Coherence
ABUS-T 1.40 1.08 1.38
ABUS-S 1.44 1.32 1.22
DuetSim
(ChatGPT) 1.60 1.42 1.36

DuetSim
(FLAN-T5) 0.66 0.30 0.52

Table 7: Human preference evaluation on Multi-
WOZ.

periment. We found that DuetSim (ChatGPT) per-
forms better on naturalness and informativeness
compared with all other user simulators. DuetSim
(ChatGPT) also performs on par with ABUS-T in
terms of coherence. Such results show that Duet-
Sim is able to generate response that better fit hu-
man user’s preference.

In the meantime, we observe that DuetSim
(FLAN-T5) does not perform well in human eval-
uation, though it is one of the top performer when
evaluating with automatic metrics. When inspect-
ing the output of FLAN-T5, we found that FLAN-
T5 often fail to generate proper utterance from dia-
logue acts. Such results show that the discrepan-
cies between automatic metrics and human eval-
uation for task-oriented dialogues cannot be ne-
glected.

4.9. Case Study

Fig 3 presents the dialogue of different models
when goal is set as follows: ”You are looking for-
ward to trying local restaurants. You are looking

for a particular restaurant. Its name is called ugly
duckling. Once you find a restaurant, make sure
you get phone number. Make sure to ask about
what food it serves.” User simulators must meet
goal requirements. However, models without a
response verifier may make direct food inquiries
from a restaurant without specifying the restau-
rant’s name for their intended dining location. This
lack of restaurant information prevents the system
from offering the correct details, leading to inaccu-
rate responses, such as identifying the restaurant
as Italian when the user wants to reserve a table
at a Chinese restaurant. Consequently, a dialogue
system lacking restaurant information fails to align
with goal requirements, resulting in an unsuccess-
ful dialogue. In contrast, DuetSim, equipped with
a response verifier, identifies errors and provides
feedback, enabling the generator to focus on spe-
cific prompts. As a result, our model can accu-
rately deliver semantic actions, ensuring the sys-
tem provides the correct information.

5. Conclusion

In conclusion, this paper introduces a zero-shot
user simulator that is based on dual large lan-
guage models, which consists of a generator and
a verifier. The generator first generates draft re-
sponse while the verifier examines the draft re-
sponse and provides feedback. We achieve this
by in-context learning and employing chain of
thoughts to produce natural and high-quality nat-
ural language responses. Empirical experiments
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show that our model get competitive results on Mul-
tiWOZ.

Future work will focus on extending methods to
the multi-modal task-oriented dialogue domain or
attempting to address issues with large language
models not paying attention to intermediate por-
tions in long-context tasks.
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